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Trials– important but not
always efficient
‘There is a peculiar paradox that exists in trial execution - we
perform clinical trials to generate evidence to improve patient
outcomes; however, we conduct clinical trials like anecdotal
medicine.’*

*Monica Shah in ‘Site selection in global clinical trials in patients hospitalized for heart failure: perceived
problems and potential solutions’. Heart Failure Review 2014; 19:135-52.

www.trialforge.org
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Retention: the literature

About this blog

Trial retention: it's time for Cinderella to go
to the ball
When it comes to clinical trials, much of the methodological research focus goes on
recruitment. However, retention of participants in a trial is just as important when it
comes to validity, though is often overshadowed by recruitment in research
agendas. Published in

Shaun Treweek And Katie
Gillies

Trials, new research investigates effective retention strategies

in clinical trials and here, Professor Shaun Treweek and Dr Katie Gilles, University of
Aberdeen, UK, discuss the paper and

its outcomes.

Shaun Treweek and Katie Gillies 1 Sep 2017

Shaun is professor of health services
research in the Health Services Research Unit
at the University of Aberdeen.He is
interested in how we make trials more
efficient and leads the Trial Forge initiative,

• Around 50% of trials lose 11% or more of participants (and some lose
>50%).
• Some work using something called the Fragility Index found that in a
sample of 399 trials, 53% of trial results could have been overturned if the
outcomes from those who had dropped out were known*.

which aims to do thesame.
Kat ie Gillies is a Senior Research Fellow and
MRC Methodology Fellow based at the
Health Services Research Unit, University of
Aberdeen. Kat ie's research interests focus
around improving part icipants' experience of
trial participation: from point of init ial
contact through to feeding back results to
individuals, with the ultimate goal of
designing, conducting, and deliver ing
participant centred RCTs.

• Rated as Methods Problem #2 (retention, tied with outcome selection) by
UK Clinical Trials Unit Directors.
*Walsh M et al in ‘The statistical significance of randomized controlled trial results is
frequently fragile: a case for a Fragility Index ’. JCE 2014; 67:622-28.
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Other consequences..

• One common solution to retention problems is to increase the recruitment
target. In other words, make something hard, harder.

Other consequences..

• One common solution to retention problems is to increase the recruitment
target. In other words, make something hard, harder.
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ActWELL
• We need 414 for the statistical sample size.
• Our worry about retention (maybe only 75%) means we inflated our
recruitment target to 552 so that if we lose 25%, we still have 414.

Common things people try
• Survey* of trial units in 2016/17 asking about what they did to support
retention.
• 33 responded.

• If a research nurse spent 2 hours recruiting, randomising, documenting
and taking baseline measures (plausible for ActWELL), those 138 lost
participants will cost around £8,000 in nurse time.
• Data entry likely to add another £2,000. And then there’s time spent with
those who do not give consent, trial manager time, QA time..

*Kearney A et al in ‘Identifying research priorities for eﬀective retention strategies in clinical trials ’. Trials 2017, 18:
406.
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Common things people try

Newsletters
• 70% of trials units use routinely. Let’s say 36 across UK.
• Let’s say they have 10 trials and they send our 2 newsletters a year.
• Say newsletter takes 3 hours to prepare and trial manager costs £30 an
hour.
• Total cost per year is about £65,000.
• Then there are site staﬀ time to provide info for newsletter, graphic design,
CI approval time, printing costs, postage costs..
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Newsletters

Retention– what works?

• 70% of trials units use routinely. Let’s say 36 across UK.
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• Let’s say they have 10 trials and they send our 2 newsletters a year.

• Say newsletter takes 3 hours to prepare and trial manager costs £30 an
hour.
• Total cost per year is about £65,000.

• Then there are site staﬀ time to provide info for newsletter, graphic design,
CI approval time, printing costs, postage costs..
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Retention– what works?
In review
• Money increases questionnaire response rates.
• That’s it..

What we know about (Aberdeen updating review)
• Electronic reminders increase questionnaire response rates.
• Theory-based cover letters sent with questionnaires might increase
questionnaire response rates.
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What might help?
1. SWATs
2. Prioritisation
3. Working together

SWATs– why bother?

It is essential that trials are done in the most eﬀective and eﬃcient ways and
one way to do this is to use the same types of evaluation to investigate and
improve the processes of how we do randomised trials.

Mike Clarke,
Belfast, UK
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What is a
SWAT?

What have SWATs ever done
for us?

A SWAT is a self-contained research study that has been embedded within a
host trial with the aim of evaluating or exploring alternative ways of
delivering or organising a particular trial process.*

*Trial Forge Guidance 1: What is a Study Within A Trial (SWAT)? Trials 2018, 19: 139
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SWATs– e.g. presenting information to
potential participants (recruitment)
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potential participants (recruitment)
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SWAT– cover letters written

SWATs– e.g. presenting information to
potential participants (recruitment)
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SWAT– cover letters written

GUIDANCE 1
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Trial Forge Guidance 1: What is a Study Within A Trial
(SWAT)? Trials 2018, 19: 139
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Prioritisation

Patricia Healy
Galway, Ireland

Katie Gillies
Aberdeen, UK
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Paper just
accepted–
Katie Gillies,
Zoë Skea,
Rumana
Newlands
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Summary
1. We know surprisingly little about trial retention.
2. We now have some prioritised research questions.
3. SWATs are one way of plugging gaps.
4. This needs coordination and collaboration. In other
words, working together.
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ICTMC 2019
www.trialforge.org

Working meeting
Sunday 6th October 2019, 13.00 - 17.30
Jurys Inn Brighton, Stroudley Rd
Brighton, UK

If you have any further questions please contact:
Shaun Treweek, HSRU, University of Aberdeen, UK
Email: streweek@mac.com
Twitter: @shauntreweek; @Trial_Forge

HSRU is core funded by the Chief Scientist
Office of the Scottish Government Health and
Social Care Directorates. The author accepts
full responsibility for this talk.
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